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A note from the Chairman to Coaches, Parents and Players about Evaluations 

I look at all the players in our program same way I do my own son.  I want each one of them to get the 

best possible coaching, the opportunity to excel, positive instruction, and the opportunity to compete 

with other players in an environment best suited to their individual skill level.  The goal is to prepare 

them to be able to play and “Honor the Game”.   

In order for us to place each player in a level of competition best suited to their skill level we must fairly 

evaluate each player.  Our goal is to get as many opportunities, or looks, at each player as possible prior 

to forming our teams in each age group.  This is can be very difficult as each player brings individual 

talents to the field of play and each of those talents must be recognized in order to get a fair evaluation.  

Additionally, players develop and improve at different rates.  A player who would be evaluated as 

advanced one year may only be evaluated as average the next, depending on their individual rate of 

development.  An organized, balanced and unbiased player evaluation is required to give every player 

the opportunities they deserve.  

As the Chairman it is my responsibility to make sure this happens.   To accomplish this goal our coaching 

staff, parents and players must understand, recognize and adhere to some basic principles: 

1. There are no set teams in Forest Hill.  Every season each player must be evaluated.  Prior 

participation on a particular team within an age group does not mean they will be placed on 

that team in the following season.  

2. Coaches will not evaluate their sons, nor will they vote for their placement. 

3. There are no “Travel Tryouts”.  All the players in each age group will be evaluated and grouped 

according to the skill level.  The highest evaluated players at each field position will be placed on 

the team selected for the highest level of competition. 

a. Junior (13-14) and Midget (11-12) will play at the A, B, and C levels of travel play.  There 

are no in-house teams at these age groups. 

b. Lightning (9-10) and Tyker (7-8) parents only will be given the opportunity of 1
st

 refusal 

as these age groups have the option to play in-house in lieu of travel. 

i. If a parent chooses not to have their son play on the travel team, then the next 

highest evaluated player’s parent will be given the same opportunity until the 

team is full. 

c. There are no travel teams in the Pee Wee (5-6) age group 

4. The overall skill level of the team will determine what level of competition they will complete. 

5. Players will attend a minimum of 2 evaluations. 

a. Players who attend less than 2 evaluations will not make the highest level team. 
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b. Unevaluated players will be placed on the lowest level teams. 

i. Exceptions will be made only for documented injuries. 

6. Players need to be evaluated based on the following criteria 

a. Fundamentals 

b. Field Play 

c. Athletic Ability 

i. Speed and Agility 

d. Personal Attributes 

i. Leadership 

ii. Ability to listen, or to be coached 

iii. Work Ethic 

7. Parent should be encouraged to attend evaluations. 

8. The evaluators will meet and review each player evaluation. 

a. Any disagreement to will put to vote. 

i. The majority vote will determine placement. 

ii. All ties will be broken by the Chairman. 

9. The son of the head coach determined to be the best choice to coach a particular level of play 

will be allowed to play on that team. 

a. If the coach’s son is not evaluated at that level of play then an additional space will be 

created on that team so the last player on the list will not suffer as a result. 

10. All assistant coaches will follow their sons to their teams based on their son’s placement. 

This how we do it.  Hopefully, by following these principles, we will allow everyone to rise to their 

individual potential and, as a result, build a superior lacrosse program. 

 

 


